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SENATE CALLS
ELECTIONS FOR
FEBRUARY 24-26
MR. PITTS HOLDS
OPEN HOUSE
by Edward R. Carroll
Northeastern is considered a very
young school. Despite the total graduates, we have nothing to compare to
the majority of higher learning institutions.
In such a young college, setting traditions is very difficult. The annual
homecoming parade and dance is an
attempt toward a tradition. Its purpose
is good. It unites the student body
since we are a commuter college. Another tradition is being established on
campus. The idea was created by Mr.
Pitts, Acting Dean of Students. After
evaluating last trimester's turbulent
history, Mr. Pitts centered his attention on communication. It appeared to
him that past disorders al ways occurred after formal paths of communication were found undesirable and/or
frustrating by students.
In regards to this, Mr. Pitts has
started a rather informal meeting place
for all students. He has begun group
sessions every Tuesday and Thursday
at ten in his office. All students are
invited to attend.
Its purpose is to open channels for
every student. He can bring new complaints, suggestions, or just sit and
listen.
These informal' sessions have grown
in attendance, and new faces, such
as Dean Howenstein from Appalachia ,
or Dr. Sachs, are always popping in.
Dean Pitts wishes to urge all students to make an effort to attend. For
sake of clarity, any interested students
should contact the Deans' office for
more information.

GROWING
MUSIC DEP'T.
by Cindy Dubas
Dr. Richard D. Wenzloff is a graduate of the University of Nebraska
where he majored in Music with a concentration in clarinet. Later, he 'played
with the Lincoln Nebraska Symphony
Orchestra. After several years of military service, he returned to the University of Nebraska, receiving his
masters, and did some teachiqg. At
Chicago Musical College, he received
his D. F.A. degree . He became co-director of the Prep School of Chicago
Musical College and later, assistant
director of its Graduate School. In
1954, Dr. Wenzloff joined the faculty
of Chicago Teachers College-Chicago
North.
Dr. Wenzloff relates the development
of the Music Department at NISC happily, started with a faculty of one to
the present fourteen full time faculty
members. He is most pleased that in
1967 the College developed degree

At a Senate session Thursday, Jan.
23, after extensive procrastination and
criticism, the officers of a Board of
Elections were at last selected to run
the Student Senate elections for this
trimester.
Valerie Nelson, a freshman Senator of
the Progress party, elected last September, was selected as chairman of
the board. A non-Senator, Ken Davis,
was selected as the board secretary.
Davis is editor of the PRINT, and
author of the editorial (PRINT, Jan.
20) which severely criticized Senate's
lack of action in this area.
Ne 1son and Davis issued a joint
statement almost immediately announcing that the elections would be held
during the final week of February. During the next two weeks, candidates
will be enabled to circulate petitions
on their own behalf, and begin their
campaigns.
According to the present constitution,
an election must be held by no later
than the second week of February.
However, since the Board of Elections
was not s an ct ion e d until the final
week in January, it would be impossible tci expect candidates to file petitions and conclude their campaign in
two weeks .
Final plans for election operations
have not been finalized, since, at
press time, the Board was still to select several students as board members.
While no plans are final at this stage,
it was agreed that those areas which
caused the most difficulty in the previous election would be closely scrutinized, and every effort would be made
to correct these problems in February.
Valuabl e support was ple dged from
Aaron Deemar and Mary Lattanzi, the
heads of the September Board of
Elections.
Confidence was expressed in some
circles that, due to heightened student
concern over the state of affairs within
the Senate, the number of students
voting this time would be higher than
ever before. Some were optimistically
predicting that three thousand students
would cast votes in February, a 200%
increase over last election, in which
1,000 voted.
Twelve seats will be up for re-election this trimester.
programs in music both in preparing
teachers and Liberal Arts majors in
music. "It is my feeling," said Dr.
Wenzloff, "that with the music facilities the college will surely have in the
·not too distant future, we can develop,
in this college, one of the finest music
departments in the Chicago area."
Though limited by facilities at ptesent, the Music Department invites all
students to investigate the greatly
increased variety of musical groups in
which they may participate. "We, of
the music faculty, are most eager to
ignore physical limitations and work
long and hard to produce excellent
performers, performing groups, and
well-trained and enthusiastic future
teachers of music."

THE FLIP SIDE
3314 W, FOSTER AVENUE I CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60625
PHONE: 418-1490
STEREO L,P,'S - $3,19
8-TRACK TAPES- $5,50
TOP 40 45 1S - $ ,69

HOURS:
DAILY 10 - 6
MON, AND FRI,
10 - 9

WEEKLY SPECIAL
STEREO L,P,'S BY
POPULAR ARTISTS
ONLY $2,48

THIS AD WORTH 25 CENTS ON A $2,50 PURCHASE
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Corner

For the past year, I've worked as a
police reporter and rewrite man for the
City News Bureau of Chicago, a local
wire service. The experience has been
challenging, rewarding, and disillusioning.
Not meaning to be trite, reporting
just ain't the same as i1_1 the movies.
It's a discipline, a conditioning, a
state of mind, and nobody wears a
press card in his hat. It's a directed
curiosity and probing. It's also tedious,
systematic, and boring. Occasional bits
of excitement and color are thrown in,
too.
Police reporting includes covering
murders, robberies, fires, auto accidents, riots, drownings, and lost dogs.
It's usually the first plateau in news
reporting, because it instills the "who,
what, when, where, why and how'' reflex, plus a knowledge of sources for
information.
The main factors of successful reporting are knowing the right questions
to ask, and who to ask. If you want to
find out about a robbery on the north
side, it wouldn't help at all to call the
coroner's office . So a knowledge of
sources, like the inner workings of the
police department, fire department, and
hospitals, is helpful.
Besides the "five Ws," stock questions for different types of stories must
also become instinctive. For example,
at a fire some of the questions are,
"Where did it start? Where did it
spread? What's the damage estimate?"
Listening to the answers as well as
writing them down never hurt, either.
One City News novice was remembered
for nervously asking a fire chief this
string of questjons: "Where did the fire
start, Chief?" "First floor rear." "Was
anybody injured?" "No. " "What hospital were they taken to?"
Developing good questions, good
sources, and listening well are all part
of le a r n in g to "think on your feet."
Keeping your feet out of your mouth
helps, too.
Police reporters hang out _in police
stations, where most of the reporting
is done by phone. The majority of stories can adequately be covered by phone
only, and the reporter checks his
"beat" periodically, by calling different police stations to see if anything' s
happening. If a good story breaks, the

by Joseph Troiani
Larry Zgoda
Certain phenomena manage to touch
a part of our consciousness so seldom
reached that when it is awakened we
are shocked and profoundly moved by
the experience. "Yellow Submarine"
has that effect on the viewer.
"Yellow Submarine" is wholly sensual. Like the most important modern
art, the film alters the subject-object
relationship.
The single most important achievement is not the technical brilliance
nor the stunning visual magic; it is
that Dunning, Edelmann, Brodaz and
Company have managed to express the
essence of what the Beatles represent
as a social phenomenon. With the imagery for "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds" the film reaches its zenith .
The temptations must have been great
to draw newspaper taxes, rockinghorse people, plasticine porters with
looking-glass ties. But no, we don't
even see a girl kaleidoscope eyes.
Instead it begins with serial imagery
of 1930's dancing girls, repeated into
infinity, revolving across the screen
in fluctuating colors.
In addition to several older Beatie

editor usually sends the reporter to the
scene.
The news gathering process is fairly
complex. The reporter gets the facts
from the sources (police, witnesses,
relatives) and phones his office. He
describes the story to the editor, who
assigns it to a rewrite man. (I think
the term originated in the ancient days
of American journalism when writers
would receive papers from the East by
mail and would literally "rewrite" the
stories for their papers.) The reporter
turns in the facts to the rewrite man,
who composes the story.
He then gives it to the editor, who
looks it over and corrects any errors,
yelling at the appropriate people. At a
newspaper, the edited copy is then set
into type and printed. Wire services
like City News, AP, and UPI, send
their product to their customers over
Teletype machines .
Things learned during the last year:
There are 21 police districts in Chicago, and _ about 11,000 policemen.
TV reporters are generally prima donnas .
At a police station, avoid discussions of hippies, Yippies, Vietnam, and
forget you ever heard of Daniel Walker.
Especially if you have sideburns.
The telephone is the greatest equalizer around. The theory that a reporter's identity for different stories depends on his imagination is widely
held, although not officially condoned.
There are no m em b e rs of the Mike
Royko Fan Club in the police department.
A degree for reporting and news writing is almost a necessity, but not necessarily in journalism.
How to spell a new way: ''S for Sam,
T fo r T om , U for uncle, P for P eter, I
for Ida, and D for dog. These can also
vary according to the reporter's imagination.
The difference between a quarrel and
an argument.
The most important thing I learned
was to do more listening than talking.
When a reporter who covered the St.
Valentine's Day Massacre or John Dillinger and thousands of other stories
offers advice--talking on my part isn't
that important.

Tunes, there are four new ones: "All
together Now,"
"All too much,"
"Northern Song," and "You Know the
Name, Look Up the Number." Two
songs seemed to be Harrison songs,
with a spaced-out oriental flavor similar to "Blue Jay Way" or "Within you
Without you . " During one of these a
square cube evolves through all sorts
of mind-bogging geometrical configurations against an Op Art Background,
while we watch superimposed photography o( an oscilloscope fluctuating
to the pulse of the music . The geometrical configurations finally evolve
into what looks like a religious altar
with Lennon as the deity .
The Beatles are introduced into the
film uniquely: Frankenstein drinks an
odious potion and becomes John; a
door opens and we see oxen straining
against the plough in slow-motion, the
eternal image of arid India. Suddenly
there's sitar music, a hot dusty wind
rises from the plains, gold clouds race
in time-lapse toward the camera and
George emerges from the earth, long
hair flowing, arms crossed, eyes burning with insight. The images seem to
embody the impact his music has had
on the spiritual conscience of world
youth. Watch your local theaters for
the film.
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PRINT SAYS:

"TREES" DISTURBS HIM

OPINION!!
BLACKS, WHITES NOT SAME
Editor:
After reading the article by 'Reflechir' I was disturbed. And If I, as
a white girl, could become disturbed
then the Black people must have been
very upset.
Blacks and Whites are not basically
the same, and viewing the present race
situation anyone who says they are
must be deaf, dumb, and blind. Cephus
and Teddy Williams are not ranting or
raving. They are stating how they feel
and how they see it. They' re telling
it like it is! Apparently because they
disagree with Dr. Speller not any two
black persons think or act the same,
no two white persons think or act the
same, therefore what is the basis of
similarity. If there are differences between individuals how can there not
be differences between races.
White people must stop and look at
the way they're acting. This humaness,
which is being talked about has become elusive and transparent to me.
There are no lopsided threats or emotional generalities. There are experiences that have formed opinions a nd
minds which view the white world as
a ranting, raving, plundering race. This
is a product of oppression. Oppression
which the white people have undeniably caused.
Now that the black people have decided to express very openly and frequently their views of the screwed
white world, then I say B R A V 0.
Thanks to the Black people I have
begun to find the humaness that was
stolen from me centuries ago by my
ancestors. I have learned that I can
be more than 'iust ' a human being, I
can be a PERSON . Let the cry of Black
Power ring long and loud.
Michele De Leona rdis

Editor:
"What Trees do They Plant ", a presentation by the City of Chicago, or
should we say by Mayor Daley , is one
of the most clever and cunning films
I have ever known a city government
to produce. This film manages to confuse and distort all aspects of the
event that took place during the Democratic Convention .
The film was produced in a . way
worthy only of Joseph Goebbels, Adolph
Hitler's propaganda minister. Having
studied propaganda devices , I can
easily see evidence of many of the
same techniques in this film.
Unfortunately this filrri placed too
much emphasis on the radicals and
hippies, and neglected the majority of
the marchers who were moderate people protesting peacefully and assa ulted
by police.
The film also fails to cover the issues concerning the refusal of the city
to give any kind of marching permit to
the demonstrators . .
It doesn't cover the main marches
that took place. I wonder why nothing
was mentioned about what took place
those troubled nights in Lincoln Park?
I was there and saw what police did,
and this alone was enough to start a
police riot. What about the marches
that were undertaken by the delegates
from the different states and the consequences that resulted.
I could not see how the city could institute military supression and justify
it by examples, blown way out of
proportion.
The showing of weapons taken by the
police was so whitewashed and unsubstantial, it was absurd. Out of the
17,000 or so peopie that were involved
in this ordeal , one time or another the
confiscation of a few weapons could
not justify the bloodbath brought on
by the Chicago Department.
I say to all of this; wake up America,
get out and see what the truth really
is .
Larry Zgoda

NISC-A RACIST COLLEGE
Northeastern is a racist college. Members of S.D.S. sat-in President Sachs'
office for a few hours one morning. They have been charged with criminal trespass and a hea ring committee within the college has been formed to deal with
th~m after their civil trial. They are all white students. They were demonstrating
for demands. The Black Caucus disrupted seven classes, burned books, and
paraded a coffin of the history department through the halls. They have not been
charged. There is no corn mi ttee within the college designated to deal with their
actions. They are all black students. They were demonstrating for dem ands . For
the most part those demands were fulfilled. When the Black Caucus took over the
information booth, two trimesters back, action was taken; and again the demands
were fulfilled . It would appear that at Northeastern it is advantageous to be a
black radical rather than a wh ite . We would hop e that justice at Northeastern
would be colorblind but it is not. Here at Northeastern tyranny of the minority ,
certain minorities, seems to make our policies . Let us demand the fair treatment
of all students, so that Northeastern is no longer a racist co llege. We are not
advocating more or less action be taken against the Bl ack Caucus; but rather the
equal treatment of both groups of radicals. The balance here is off. The treatment is unequal. Fear is motivating the non-actions against the blacks. But how
can a fear of being just and fair cause this abo rtion of justice?

OUR SENATE-FUN FOR ALL
The best comedy ever given at Northeastern was performed Thursday , January
16 , at 1:00 in Dl09; and entitled " How to Play Chess with Mental Midgets" or
"Will He Ever Resign, No He'll Never Resign ". The cast, all Student Senators,
was headed by one of Northeastern's finest actors, his honor President Reich .
The comedy was based upon the on again-off again resignation of the Student
Senate President and the numerous plots to obtain the sat-in and not sat-in seat.
Senator Haber planned a President Pro-tern and his choice was Senator Conrad
Pitcher. Suspense was added to the comedy as President Reich would not indicate whether he would or would not resign.
Smaller bits of humor were added by the Senator who moved to dissolve the
Student-Faculty-Administrative Hearing Committee because three of the six
students had resigned, and two of the administrators were directly involved by
the sit-in. The only Senator who would second the motion was Senator Pitcher
who is being tried by that committee.
The quick pace then turned to the nomination of Edward Carroll, former Senator
of three terms experience, for a vacant Senate seat. The W.C. Fields of the day,
Senator Zelasko , unofficial secretary of the Senate, then asked for the qualifications of the former three-teamed Senator, who later became the Vice President.
The on-again honorable Reich then announced his off-again resignation. This
was followed by a nomination of Dennis Martin to fill a four week term as Vice
Presidency has been vacant for one trimester. Power plays began, deals were
forming in minds and the comedy continued with votes upon whether the Senators
had the right to vote. The entire scene was coming to a head when time ran out.
His honor closed the meeting with the words "God Bless". The Senate has presented a fantastic farce for the enjoyment of all. The curtain fell.

vvee - play
by Elliot Cohen
Welcome to Wee-Play. We hope to
have you aboard for this next trimes ter . We think that you'll enjoy what is
expressed by your fellow students and
the faculty, as well. Each week we' 11
be going around campus asking for
your opinions , desires, and hopes on
items from race, religion to sex. In the
the following week, you'll see your
response printed.
Everyone's a s our c e for Wee-Play
so, don 't count yourself out - We're
looking for you .
This week's question was asked during the week of Jan . 13. Here are some
of its replies . Remember- keep the
question in mind before you read each
reply; we will think that it will be
more meaningful to you if you do.
QuestionWhat do you look forward to doing
the coming trimester?
SARAE HIMMELFARB (JR .), "The
end .. . " (Great way to begin!) but a
a similar reply was that of Mrs. CHARLENE UROW (Sr .) who looks forward
to "April"
JOAN CONOVER (Fr.)
seems to be disturbed about the coming of "Snow a nd the C .T.A . busses"
While Joan is ponder in g over her
thoughts, SANDY SOLARS (Sr.) and
JOHN CONNERY (Sr.) both exclaim
their needs for " ... getting all A's";
But MARK REITMAN (Sr.) only hopes
on "Making the Dean's List". (He'll
settle for a couple of B's - what a
sport!) DAN KORVAS (Jr .) will be satisfied just " ... pulling a good grade
point .''
ROSALIE BERMAN (Sr .) may have
her troubles staying in school since
she is looking forward to "Getting
kicked out of the library". Perhaps
she can join BONNIE RAKOWSKY (Jr .)
who expects "Fun and games" this
trimester . (Good luck Rosalie and
Bonnie.)
Getting to more serious note, can we
forget the response of SHELLY

GLUCK (Jr.) who is looking forward to
"A lot of sex and a little more excitement." He hopes that the administration and student body can " .. . come up
with something a little better than last
trimester.'' (Oh yeah, congratulations
to Sandy Solar and Shelly on their engagement. We hope that Sand y can help
Shel find the sex and excitement that
he's looking for.)
Mrs . AUDREY ROSENBERG (Sr.) who
is intent upon "Getting out," ought to
get together with PAULA BASS (Jr.)
who prays for "Knowledge and lack of
ignorance" (Hey girls-try teaming up
with CAROL STEINER (Jr.) - She 's
" ... going to make it to class for a
change."
While JASPER LAGAMBINA (So.)
looks forward to "Having the basketball team gaining more victories ."
JOHN BRACEY (the latest addition to
our history department) looks " ... forward to being paid on time ." He proclaims, "That will be a unique experience in my teaching career!" Mr.
Bracey , who is a response to the demands of the Black Students, hopes on
"interacting with the student body"
(Here's one man who we think can do
just that-Good Luck J.B .)
Perhaps JIM DUEL (Jr.) a nd his desire "To have more free swims available," will help Jasper, "Improve his
swimming ability ."
PAT .HERRINGER (Fr .) exclaims,
"I really don't look for anything,
'cause I .can never tell what will happen . " But maybe JAY KATZMAN, a
member of the staff, can help Pat with
the addition of "More productive
courses, both audio and visual."
And finally, let us remember those
famous words of MARY SCHWARTZ,
whose desire is to "Get an education ,
meet people, and furthermore, plan on
doing independent study in India on
the relationship between the Hindus
and Mos le ms .''
See you next week!
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DOUBLE
S& H &REEN STAMPS

1

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week
588-9365

588-9850

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W. PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TUNE-UPS
•
TRANSMISSIONS
ITAN ARD
BREAKES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES· BATTERIES

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRI GI KING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING
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LUTHER ADLER SHINES
IN IVANHOE'S ''WALTZ"
On November 20th, 1968 , the Northeastern chapter of Students for a Democratic Society sat-in the president's
office . The immediate response of the
president was to use force-in this
case, the Albany Park police department. The immediate response of the
Right was to demand vengeance-Le .
imprisonment, suspension, and / or
expulsion. The response of the president's office to the incident, although
not completely expected, surprised no
one; least of all those who had previous knowledge of authority's arrogance.
(Law and order, and those which serve
here as its henchmen , are always and
everywhere the law and order which
protects the established hierarchy-the
a rrest of eleven students November
20th, was no exception .)
There was, however , some degree of
bewilderment over the Right's zealous
accusations and damnations. Many had
come to expect, at least at academia's
lofty leve 1, a certain caliber of sophistica tion and subtlety from the forces of
racism a nd the faggots of fascism. The
Right 's response to the sit-in, its demand for blind vengeance, was not only
somewhat of a surprise but also somewhat of a disappointment.
But more important to recalling No~
vember 20th and to examining its aftermath is an understanding of the "liberal" community's (a community, many
at the time of the action still considered
"s y mp at he tic and progressive")
response. That response was first one
· of timidity, then hypocrisy, and finally,
in its present stage, one which reflects
how well students and teachers alike
have been indoctrinated by the assump. tions of racism and class-chauvinism .
Since November, the a c t i on s of the
"liberal" community ha ve been typified
by good but lame intentions, cons piracy, opportunism, and astonishing
naivete. The formation of groups the
like of the Concerned History Majors,
the Human Caucus, etc. and the Gadfly
pre t e n s e reflect the narrow focus of
self-interest student unrest has taken
on this campus .
''Representatives from the co 11 e g e
community have met to plan an allcollege workshop on the subject of student power a nd the participation of
students in college decision-making."
-The President's Letter, January 13,
1969
"STUDENT POWER" IS NOT THE
ISSUE . We s hould refuse the bundle of
false privileges (i.e. the 2-s deferment,
the security of the diploma-suburbia,
the monogamous family, the good life
of the "red, white, blue, and yellow.")
that such a phrase a nd the role "student" itself offers . Granted , we a re
oppressed; we are denied certain rights ;
our existence is niarked with specific
contradictions; much of what we see
a round us is distasteful. . .but , not
because we are students-because we

JOINED A GOOD
ORCHESTRA LATELY?

are youth; because youth is oppressed
and exploited as youth .
The school, the military, the courts,
the police, and the "work place" all
act to oppress youth-all act to manipulate, channel, and exploit in specific
ways the energies and creativity of
youth . "The propaganda and socialization processes focused at youth act
to channel young people into desired
areas of the labor market as well as to
socialize them to accept without rebellion the miser ab 1e quality of life in
America both on and off the job ." - Mike
K 1 on sky, New Left Notes, Dec . 23,
1968 .
The established hierarchy re a 1 i z es
the power of youth-e s p e c i a 11 y as a
critical force . "A society whose families breed more and more protest-prone
youth is obviously breeding trouble for
itself." -Fortune , Jan . 1969. " . .. another reason for businessmen, concerned
about preserving the democratic capitalist order, to work as hard as they
can to make that order attractive to the
youth." The established hierarchy realizes that it must act to contain its
youth and to int e grate young people
into its society. And it is the school,
the military, the "work place" which
are the most successful in mo 1ding
young people into functioning cogs in
a society inherently alien to youth.
Thus it is in their rejection of the integration process, in refusal to the military, and in the abandonment of a dying
capitalist culture that young people, in
particular students, must begin to define their st rug g 1e for liberation . As
students , we must be careful not to accept rights, or just, those particular
privileges our situation affords. We
must be ca reful that we don't awake
one day and discover that we have been
trained as the exp 1 o it ors of today's
youth.
This is to acknowledge that the rhetoric of "student power" is the rhetoric
of elitism; that youth must wage, not a
battle for "student power", but a battle which attacks the contradictions of
the society we are forced to live in.
Racism, oppression, and exploitation
are contradictions which thrive in this
society-are contradictions which
plague young people in ways peculiar
to youth's position in society. The
school, the military, the "work place",
and the street are all relevant arenas
in which to expose these contradictions
and destroy their effectiveness .in established society.
" . .. coming back from calif.
the rhetoric of youth, the rhetoric of
liberation accuses the bureaucratic
brothel. death and selective damnations
to the mentors of rac.ism, to the clerks
of hypocrisy and oppression ... rise and
smash the living contradictions .. . rise
and accept the rejection of privilege .
the tent's afire .. . the circus is exposed.
we reject the equations of racism ... we
reject the equations of oppression . .. we
reject the equations of exploitation .. .
we demand the teacher's death . . . "

Music Rehearsal Room
12:00 Mon., Tues., Fri.

TERMPAPERS TYPED

Trios and Qua rte ts
now forming for chamber music

Call Mrs. Cohen; 338-5242 evenings

Our plans include a program and
a Schubert Mass
in collaboration with the
N.I.S.C. Chorus
Interested Strings, Woodwinds
and Brass please leave
your name and phone number
at C-533
Mr. Oddo
* Faculty Welcome
Jeanette Ehrenberg
Michael Morgan
Publicity
N . I.S.C. Orchestra

IBM Electric - 40¢ / page

PIZZA CITY
3300 WEST FOSTEI AVINUI

IR 8-3585
VISIT OUR DINING
FACILITIES KNOWN AS
THE PARLOR RESTAURANT

One of the most recent attractions to
Chic a go's 'stage is Jean Anounilh's
"Waltz of the Toreadors" at the Ivanhoe, Clark near Belmont.
"Waltz" stars the well-known Luther
Adler as General St. Pe, an old French
Army man whose stormy love life has
rendered him a tragic failure. Unable
to accept the fact that he is no longer
the Don Juan he once was, he cannot
understand why his lover of seventeen
years finally rejects him, and why his
wife gave him up long ago.
An attempt is made to play the presentation on two separate levels, as a
comic sex-farce and as a tender story
of a confused man trying to d is c over
himself. "Waltz" does not, however,
work well as a comedy, since Adler's
portrayal is serious and, at times, moving . Margrit Wyler, however, portrays
the crazy wife with a bubbling spirit,
getting many of the laughs.
As a result, the play does not appear
to be on two subtle levels, but rather
a confusing mixture of troubled, philosophical General St. Pe and his troubled-but-not-too-concerned-about-it wife.
Peter Gorwin portrays Gaston, a young
secretary fresh from the seminary, who
claims in the opening scene that he is
"still to chaste for women" . After a
little talk with the Gener a 1, he soon
realizes he needs some companionship ,
and chooses Mlle. de Ste. Euverte, the
General's lover of seventeen years .
And so it goes. Boy gets girl (seventeen years ago), boy loses girl. "He's
just like you were all those years ago",
proclaims Mlle de Ste. Euverte of Gaston when bidding farewell to the General. Small wonder, then, that, as the
plot thickens, the General dis covers
that Gaston is none other than an ille-

A PHILOSOPHY
THING
by John Hansen
THE BRAIN, ETHICS, REVOLUTION,
AND SOCIAL EFFICIENCY
Revolution: To wage or not to wage?
The decision to make a revolution is a
decision that the social efficiency of
the present set-up is low and can be
improved enough by the revolutionaries
upon the success of their enterprise to
warrant the inherent inefficiency (death,
torture, etc.) inherent in any war.
The evaluation of a society's social
e ff i c i ency depends, in turn, on two
considerations: what are (or should be)
society's goals, and how efficiently
are they reached (that is, the ratio of
goal-attainment to effort expenditure).
What should be society's goal? Society be in g a set of individuals, its
goal should be the welfare of its members, namely these individuals. But
(and this is where society comes in),
for the sake of efficiency, their welfares should be conceived as in harmony, and not at cross-purposes. The next
question raised is what constitutes an
individual's welfare. Which is, of
course, the old question of Ethics:
What is the Good?
Right away two candidates appear:
survival, and p le as u re-happiness .
Though this could be debated, I believe that the real end is the latter, to
which the former is only a means. This
belief receives empirical confirmation
in the fact that many unhappy people
kill themselves . Even those p e op 1e
who, though miserable, fail to kill
themselves do so only because their
strong survival instinct attaches, in
the short run, a greater penalty of suffering to the act of s u i c i de than to
con t in u e d living. Which all goes to
show that man's goal and Good is pleasure-happiness .
... Enter Biology
Biology enters here with its definition
of happiness: Happiness is a state that
occurs when the appropriate centers of
the brain are suitably stimulated by
electricity, say a milliwatt or so. This,
of course, is interesting, from this

gitimate son from a previous encounter
twenty years ago .
The general is never permitted to resolve his inner con f 1 i ct since he is
walking the new maid out to his garden
as the curtain falls.
"Waltz of the Toreadors" could have
been a mag n if ice n t tragic drama if
others in the cast had performed on a
level equal with Luther Adler.
Adler could have developed a tragic
character whose life had been ruined
by an overpowering flaw; and who, fully aware of his flaw, was unable to correct it. It seemed that, perhaps, Adler 's
performance would steal the show, but
at opening night, Margrit Wyler drew
slightly heavier applause for her more
comical role than did Mr. Adler for his
seriousness.
point of view, to look at the soc i a 1
efficiency of going out on a date. Large
quantities of gasoline are consumed
propelling an extremely heavy vehicle
over roads that took months to build
over to a building where all kinds of
rigamarole is gone through to shine a
light through a moving strip of celluloid. Megawatts must be consumed, just
to provide a few milliwatts of happiness! How grossly inefficient!-the
same effect could be achieved by running a couple of electrodes into your
brain from a couple of 10¢ batteries.
... What this has to do with revolution
A good revolution, it seems to me,
would try to improve social efficiency
by doing two things: end waste (which
sends energy down a hole), and end
Continued on page 5

MARCIA WI LSON
returns next week.
LIBRARY SCIENCE
SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
Undergraduate Scholarships for future librarians are now available at
Northeastern, it was announced this
week. The scholarships are valued at
$500 .
Applicants must be residents of Illinois and United States citizens . The
scholarships are open to college juniors or seniors who elect to take at
least 16, but not more than 18 hours of
library science, or to students in liberal arts or sciences who take no undergraduate courses, in Library Sciences but definitely intend to study
for the Master's degree in Library Sci- ·
ence immediately following completion
of the Bachelor's degree . Recipients
must sign an agreement to work in an
Illinois library for one year follwoing
graduation.
Applications should be made to:
Illinois Library Associations
Scholarships
c l o Library Careers Center
35 E . Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60601.
Further information is available in
Room E218.
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by Rodney Mart el
The United States Army Information
Bureau is charged with the highly
important task of informing the general
public of all significant decisions
reached within the Army . In actuality,
we all know what this really means .
We will know only what the Army wants
us to know-and nothing more . With
that in mind, I would like to explain
how the public was notified of the
Army's intent to locate dangerous AntiBallistic Missiles in nearby suburban
Libertyville.
Quite accidentally, a reporter from a
small suburban newspaper stumbled
upon a drilling rig in Clarendon Hills ,
Illinois, a western suburb of Chicago.
He asked what was happening and received quite a startling answer. He
was told that the Army was exploring
for an appropriate site for anti-billistic
missiles. He wrote a story which caught
the attention of several scientists at
Argonne National Laboratory, and
which soon spread to the Chicago news
media. If one were to describe Army
public relations, he would probably
use the word "insidious" rather than
''informative''. For this is how Chi cago learned the U.S. Army's decision
to placeH-Bomb tipped missiles on the
edge of Cook County, minutes away
from Chicago's Loop .
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Congressman Sidney Yates (right) and Abner Mikua at Federal Building

The Missiles in Libertyville-

ARMY DECEPTION EXPOSED
A special report,

The "Sentinel" System

The "Sentinel" System will call for
the development of two types of missiles. The first is a short-range missile called the Sprint. The second, is
a long range "Spartan" missile. After
a secret briefing in Chicago on Nobember 29, 1968, Lieut. Gen . A.D. Starbird
stated that the Chicago site will contain only Spartans . Other sites will
have sprints. At a public hearing, on
January 13, 1969 Colonel Robert C.
Marshall outlined the systems' objectives.
1) The Spartan missiles can stop a
hostile Chinese attack - that is if the
attack is relatively unsophisticated.
2) To halt an accidental Soviet attack. The Spartan missiles are designed to intercept incoming neuclear missiles above the Earth ' s atmosphere
and the resultant radioactivity should
disintegrate in space.
The installation, which will be equipped with a missile radar system will
be manned by about 600 personnel.
So What's the Argument ???

There are two purely local arguments.
First, the possibility exists that in a
war with the Soviet Union the existence of Missiles in the Chicago area
would draw fire . The Army replies that
the major cities are prime targets anyway . This depends upon the attacker's
strategy. There are two options of
Nuclear attack. The "counterforce"
theory says that the attacker will
spend a great many of his missiles on
the enemy's installations. This is, of
course, to minimize retr_ibution. A
second method of attack is called
"counter-population" in which the
attacker concentrates on doing "unacceptable damage'' to the population
and is prepared to take the brunt of a
counterattack on his own population.
Strategists have wai vered between
one or the other. What is the current
style on our side? The United States
believes in counter-population. THAT .
IS WHY THEY SAY THAT THE CITIES ARE PRIME TARGETS IN ANY
EVENT . But for all we know, the Russians might believe in counterforce which calls for the destruction of missiles; not cities. If, in the process of
destroying our missiles they destroy
Chicago - well; that's the way it
goes! If, on the other hand, they decide to destroy both targets, then we
have certainly helped them kill two
birds with one stone.
Why must the Spartans be placed
close to the cities? There is no apparent reason. The Spartan is a long range missile which must retain it's
uniformity over the 600 to 1000 mile
wide region they are attempting to
defend . .Congressman Sikes, floor
leader for the Sentinel appropriation ,
stated in the House that "these sites
will be some distance away from the
centers of population" . Col. Robert
Marshall, director of site acquisition,
conceded that a site further from Chicago - at least within 100 miles

Laboratory addressed a group of concerned citizens on their objections to
the deployment of the Sentinel system.
Chris Smolka (N . I.S.C. Peace Council)
asked the men why, if they are so obviously against the missile system,
they continued to work with reactors
that supply the radioactive material
for the atomic warheads.
Their vague and noncommittal answers are exemplary of the kind of attitudes our society produces . These
men have accumulated years of college
and have learned many facts and concepts. Yet their education contributes
to death, war, and the general moral
decadence of our world. They have
been taught that equations precede
conscience and as a result missile
s ites are being set up in 15 diffe rent
areas of the United States with the
capability of destroying the major segment of our population.

The Concerned Citizens meet in NISC' s I ittle theater.

. from the city - might be practical at
the present time.
The second local objection is quite
obvious. There is a chance that one of
the group of H-bomb warheads will explode. If this were to happen, the loss
of life would be phenomenal. The
warhead is in the "megaton" range,
making it approximately A HUNDRED
TIMES AS POWERFUL AS THE BOMB
THAT DESTROYED HIROSHIMA from
half a mile in the air. U.S . Congressman Sidney Yates is a major opponent
of the deployment of the Sentinel system. He expressed great concern wheri
he said "I have been advised that the
force of the blast would destroy all
ordinary structures out to 2.7 miles
from the explosion and cause damage
out to 7.2 miles. "The winds created
would hurl objects and people through
the air at a lethal speed out to four
miles .
"The heat would cause second degree burns to everyone within a tenmile radius and most fabrics and paper
would burst into flame.
"The heat would ignite dry leaves
out to nine miles and depending on the
wind direction, THE DUST COULD
RAIN DEATH UPON 90% OF THE
METROPOLITAN CHICAGO AREA.
The United States Army answered in
the following way.
"U.S . Nuclear weapons are designed
with a series of safety devices so that
the liklihood of any nuclear yield
in case of an accident is essentially
nil.
''In more than 20 years of nuclear
weapon production, transporting, storage and operations, there has never
been a nuclear yield from a nuclear
weapon involved in an accident."
Yates than replied: I find this answer
misleading. This is an extremely carefully and cleverly worded statement
which might give the impression to
those who do not read it carefully that
there has never been an accident involving nuclear weapons.

"The phrase "There has never been
a nuclear yield from a nuclear weapon
involved in an accident" is true. This
means that there has never been a
nuclear explosion in any weapons
accident.
"But there have been a rather startlingly large number of accidents involving nuclear weapons and how fortunate we have been to date to avoid
such explosions, for in spite of the
safety devices used to prevent accidental explosions, they have been
periously near."
Stanley Ruby, an Argonne Scientist,
explained that the chance of a warhead going off is quite a reality . He
said "The size of the defense pattern
of the Chicago site covers .an area from
Chicago to Pittsburg, Omaha, St. Louis
and up into Canada, a four or five hundred mile diameter.
"This defensive pattern is called a
footprint. If the footprint is going to
be this large I don't see what difference another 60 or 70 miles would
make.''
At a recent meeting at Northeastern
two scientists from Argonne National

"GIANT HAMBURGERS"
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PHILOSOPHY - cont'd. from page 4
exploitation (which unfairly amasses
energy in the hands of a few at the
expense of others). The implication of
the biological definition of happiness,
however, is that exploitation and exploitation are irrelevant. It makes no
difference how much energy-profit is
made on you by the bosses, as long as
you are left with enough energy (or its
fin an c i a 1 representative, money) to
survive in good health, to buy a couple
size "D" batteries, and to get electrodes in your brain. Improving social
e ff i c i ency will be unimportant, because Jou have found the ultimate in
efficiency and you can have all the
happiness you want.
And the exploiters? As for them, once
they try it, they may lose interest in
exploiting.

SENIORS!
Year book pictures
now being taken
In E-41.

Casual & Cosy
Two Roa.ring Fireplaces
Barbecue Ribs
Bratwurst & other "great"
Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS of BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
Fireside Lounge
COCICTAil,S & HOT DRINICS
Ope■

fro• IHd tlll 2 A.Ill.
leYH dey1 • weet

2741 W. Howard Street
973-0990
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SPORTS
SWIMMERS DROWN CIRCLE
Northeastern Illinois' newest Varsity Team, the swimmers, picked up their
second straight duel meet win of the season as they smashed Chicago Circle
57-47 in the unfriendly waters of the Circle Pool.
The Eagles led all the way, but had to win the final event, the 400 yard free
relay to insure the win. The victory was even sweeter in that the Circle had been
participating in swimming as an intercollegiate sport for a number of years,
whereas this is NISC's first year of competition on any level.
Earlier in the year, the Eagles defeated I.LT. to grab their first win in history.
The score in that meet which was held at Northeastern was 58-45. Kirk Kleist
was the hero in the Circle meet as he anchored the relay team that won the final
event and in doing so, turned in a time of 55 seconds flat and "touched out"
Circles top sprinter to save the win.
Chris Stubblefield goes for two in recent action with Chicago Circle .

NORTHEASTERN FINISHERS
Name
Lachmann, Schori,
Potter, Diebold

Place

Event
400 yd. Med. Relay

l

4
l
3
2
l
2
3
2
3
4
2
3
2

1000 yd. Freestyle
200 yd. Freestyle
50 yd. Freestyle
200 Yd. I.M.
Diving

200 yd. Fly
100 yd. Free
200 yd. Back
500 Free

Diebold
Schiff
Mitrovic
Shasta I
Lachmann
Potter
Herrmann
Rosenberg
Potter
Schiff
Mitrovic

2
l
4
3

400 F.R.

4: 13.4
14:15.5
12:43.3
2: 15
2: 14.3
:23.9
:24.7
2:28.7
2:23.7

Gwost
Kleist

Lachmann

200 Breast

Time

Diebold
Kleist
Rosenberg
Schori
Shasta!, Schiff,
Mitrovic, Kleist

2:53.7
2:31.9
:56.8
:54.7
2:25
6: 12
6:.10.4
3:09.9
2:55.9
3:41.5

REMAINING
1968-69 VARSITY SWIMMING SCHEDULE
Place

School
Rockford College Relays

Date
February 8
Sat.
February 14-15
Fri. & Sat.

T ime

Away

10:00

District #20 N.A.I.A. Finals

George Williams
College

10:00

February 18
Tues.

1.1.T. & Elgin

1.1. T.

3:30

February 22
Sat.

Wheaton & Great Lakes

Wheaton

2:00

March l
Sat.

Chicago Collegiate Meet

George Wi !Iiams
College

10:00

March 21 & 22
Fri. & Sat.

N.A.1.A. Championships

George Williams
College

10:00

To Be Announced

George Williams

Varsity Coach: Ron Faloona

benches, but Circle coach Tom Russo took his sweet time about it and waited
until there was but 55 seconds left to throw his last five in to the b a 11 game.
Coach Butler hac:l cleared his side with over 4 minutes remaining. Finally, after
the final buzzer sounded, the Chikas left the court with an 84-52 victory tucked
safely away .
It was felt after the game that the Eagles had not played their kind of ball'game.
Coach Butler felt that in the end we were playing a run and shoot type of game
which is tailor made for a team like the Circle.
Looking over the score book, the Circle Campus had four men in double figures
while NISC had but three. For the Chikas, Rich Czyz had 19 to cop scoring honors for the ball game, Olsen had 18, Sloan 15, and Scarpelli contributed 10.
Across the ledger, Johnson McGee was high for the Eagles with 14, Jerry Mikrut
had 12, and Pat Doyle 11. The loss dropped our record two games below the .500
mark for the second time this year. The Northeastern crew was also plagued by
foul trouble once again as Joe Rossie picked up three before the first 10 minutes
of the first half had elapsed, and Johnson McGee did foul out the game, altogether, with over 5 minutes left in the second half.
The Golden Guys have one more meeting left with the Circle Campus this season and that event will take place on the 8th of this month . That means that it's
less than one week away, so make your plans now to be on hand for what could
be one of the biggest games of the year. An Eagle win isn't as hopeless as it
may seem. Last season the guys dropped one at Chicago State by 33 points and
came back to win up here by one. The Eagles have big plans to ambush the
Circle Chikas, so be a part of the raiding party and join us here at NISC this
Saturday, the 8th, at 7:45 P .M.

EAGLES DOUSE ROOSEVELT BY 61 POINTS
Well , it was time to have a little fun once again as the athletic activity for
Friday, Jan uary 17th called for a basketb a ll game against Roosevelt on the road .
The straw was drawn and it was determined that the game should be played at
Dunbar High School, one of the RU's many homes away from home.
The Torchbearers should have gone somewhere else as they were clobbered
even more than they were the first time when we played them here at Northeastern. In that first game the Eagles had a 19-0 lead before they dented the sco ring
column. This time we had 21, before Watson canned a free throw to show the 150
people who were half asleep in the stands that there really was another team on
the court.
After that, things seemed to settle down and both teams played their best. Northeastern led at the half, 66-19. It's been a lean year for RU as they have yet to
win a ball game . Also, they have been having some problems with playing personnel as they were able to suit up only eight players for this particular contest.
The second half was a repeat of the first as the Eagles, with their first and
second stringers on the bench for much of the time, continued to run away from
the out-classed Torchbearers and posted their fourth win of the season in shocking RU by a final count.of 107-46. Only the freethrow shooting of Tyrone Watson
kept the RU crew as close as they were . All in all he went to the stripe 18 times.
making good eleven of those times. RU was only able to hit for 15 field goals
during the game as they shot a low 24% from the field .
Oddly enough, it was a Roosevelt player who grabbed the scoring honors for the
game and yes, you guessed it, Watson adding 6 field goals to his eleven charity
tosses had 23 points for the nights work . The Eagles got good balanced scoring
from the entire team as four men were into double figures. The only two players
who didn ' t score were Bronko Jovic and Addrell Blakely. Once again, Johnson
McGee led the Northeastern party with 17 markers. The only players to leave the
game via the foul route were Norm Litz and Frank Kirnon, both of RU.

IT'S TWO IN A ROW AS CHICAGO FALLS

I

Not this time, as Eagles & Chikas watch shot ripple the cords.

CHIKAS CLOUT EAGLES
Things looked fine for the first minute and a half as the Eagles, on the strength
of two bombs by Jerry Mikrut , held a 4-0 lead over the Circle Campus. After that,
the roof seemed to fall in as UICC raced away to as much as a 12 point lead and
held on to take a 41-26 half time bulge into the locker room .
It was a one sided contest after that point as the closest the Golden guys could
get was to within 8 points, but a Chika spurt in which they socked in 10 straight,
gave them a lead which was never threatened. Both sides were able to clear the

Last season, this reporter broadcast the U. of Chicago, Northeastern Illinois
basketball game from the Chicago Fieldhouse. The Maroons murdered us 73-49
and at the games conclusion while taking a microphone down to the court for a
post game interview I heard a few people comment; "I wonder why Chicago even
bothers to schedule games with teams like this?" Well, now they know.
January 18th came and went and with it one of the biggest upsets in Northeasterns history as we ran over the Chicago Maroons on their home court 58-49.
I( was a game that both Coach Butler and the team wanted to win more than any
other this season.
,
Chicago held a 27-24 lead at halftime as the two teams merely exchanged baskets during the first half. It was during the second frame that the Maroons got a
wee bit over confident and reckless. In that second half, the Golden Eagles converted 18 of 20 free throws and held the defensive minded Maroons to just five
field goals as they saddled the Chicagoans with their fifth loss of the year, and
only their third at home during the last two seasons.
For the Maroons, it was a night of total frustration as they came out with two
types of dffence in mind, one to use against a zone, and one to use against a
man for man defense. The Eagles played neither. They used a zone press which
is a variation of the two and it completely puzzled Joe Stampf's squad as they
were constantly looking towards the bench for advice as to how to run their
plays. As it turned out, it was a little too late for that as the Eagles knotted theh
seasons record at 5-5.
Duke Gunter led the Eagle attack with 13 points, and Chris Stubblefield chipped
in with 11 more. Fred Dietz led the Maroons and captured the evenings scoring
honors with 17.
For the Eagles, it marked the end of a three game road trip during which they
won 2 and lost 1. The winning streak of 2 is also the longest we've had this
season.

